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Chapter 1: Introduction

In an era where digital technologies continue to advance at an unprecedented pace, the security

of hardware systems has emerged as a paramount concern. With the ever-increasing reliance on

digital infrastructure, protecting sensitive data and ensuring the reliability of electronic devices

have become critical imperatives. One particularly insidious threat to hardware security is the

manipulation of voltage levels, commonly known as Voltage Glitch attacks. These attacks pose

significant risks, potentially compromising the integrity of hardware systems and, consequently,

the security of sensitive information. The thesis we present here stems from a pressing need to

address this looming threat. In our research, we delve into the world of TDC (Time-to-Digital

Converter) Voltage Sensors, a promising avenue for detecting and mitigating Voltage Glitch attacks.

Our motivation stems from the urgency to develop effective countermeasures against malicious

actors who may exploit these vulnerabilities in various contexts. As we navigate the intricate

landscape of TDC Voltage Sensors, calibration techniques, and power consumption arrays, our aim

is to shed light on their potential and their role in bolstering hardware security. Through a series of

meticulously designed experiments and findings, we not only showcase their effectiveness but also

underscore the need for careful consideration in their implementation. Our work seeks to empower

hardware security developers with the knowledge and tools necessary to safeguard against Voltage

Glitch vulnerabilities.This thesis is a testament to the critical importance of proactive hardware

security measures in an increasingly interconnected and data-driven world. It is a call to action

for researchers, engineers, and practitioners to embrace innovative approaches to protect the very

foundation of our digital ecosystem – the hardware itself.

1.1 Related Work

There are twomain types of voltage sensors commonly used for measuring power consumption:

delay-line based sensors [142, 139, 89, 88, 41, 108, 123] and ring-oscillator based sensors [89, 44, 53,

86, 101, 129, 130] . Both designs utilize propagation delay as a means of measuring supply voltage,

as it is well-established that reduced supply voltage leads to heightened propagation delay. In

Section 1.1.2 we discuss related works of delay-line based TDCs, and in 1.1.3 TDCs based on ROs.
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Afterwards, various hardware security applications and their dependency on TDCs are presented

in Section 1.1.4.

1.1.1 Definition of Terms

TDC (Time-to-Digital Converter) - A high-resolution time measurement design capable of

measuring time intervals in the nanosecond to the picosecond range, constructed using repro-

grammable logic elements of the FPGA that offer versatile configurations for capturing fluctuations

in propagation delays of the logic units, thus monitoring variations in the supply voltage.

Calibration - a procedure of ensuring the accuracy and reliability of the time measurements

made by the TDC, which depends on various factors such as manufacturing tolerances, temperature

variations, and voltage fluctuations.

Calibration (delay line based sensor) - the process of adjusting and fine-tuning settings of the

sensor to ensure accurate and reliable measurements. This includes setting the appropriate delay

time of the basic elements, phase shift of the reference signals, compensating for any environmental

factors that could affect the sensor’s performance, and aligning it with a reference standard for

dependable comparisons.

Calibration (ring oscillator based sensor) - the process of adjusting and fine-tuning settings of

the sensor to ensure accurate and reliable measurements. This involves adjusting factors such as the

frequency, period of oscillation, compensating for any environmental conditions that could affect

the sensor’s performance, and aligning it with a reference standard for dependable measurements.

1.1.2 TDCs: Designs based on Delay-Line

TDCs based on a delay-line, as seen in Figure 1.1, is affected by fluctuations in the FPGA’s

PDN resulting from the FPGA’s switching activity. These fluctuations in turn lead to a delay shift

of a signal passing through the sequence of logic elements that comprise the delay-line. Sampling

the logic elements within the delay line provides a measurement value that corresponds to the

voltage drop within the PDN.
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Enable
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Non-observable part Observable part

Figure 1.1: TDC delay line sensor schematic

The delay line in TDCs generally consists of both observable and non-observable segments.

The non-observable part constitutes the initial segment of the delay line, which is not connected

to the registers. It functions as an initial delay and is configured during the calibration process.

On the other hand, the observable segment is the portion of the sensor that is connected to the

registers, allowing for the monitoring of the signal propagation delay through the line.

When implementing delay line Time-to-Digital Converters (TDCs) on FPGAs, the choice of

delay units is one of the primary structural parameters for evaluating their performance and

versatility. There are two common delay element implementations are based on Look-Up Tables

(LUTs) and Carry 4 units. The selection between LUT and Carry 4 based TDCs hinges on the

specific needs of the application, considering factors such as resolution requirements, resource

utilization, and desired precision. Both implementations have their unique advantages and trade-

offs, making it is essential to carefully assess the project’s demands to determine the most suitable

delay unit for the delay line based TDC design.

LUT based TDCs leverage the FPGA’s configurable logic blocks to create delay elements. The

main benefits of this design are the less area overhead, and accessibility, since it is available in

any FPGA. Conversely, designs utilizing carry-chain primitives advantages in one of the primary

parameters of the sensor resolution. The distance traversed in order to increase the carry output

has a common delay on the order 10 ps for fine grain, and 115 ps for coarse grain element at

nominal voltage. While the delay between two LUT delay elements is 300ps, based on the Vivado

report. Thus, Carry 4 delay line implementations are able to accurately capture the smallest

time intervals on the FPGA, enabling precise measurements and higher sensitivity for voltage

fluctuations on the chip. To save area of the sensor, having finest resolution per bit Schellenberg et

al. [108] suggested a solution of using a combination of Carry 4 delay elements for the observable

part, and LUT for the non-observable.

Dynamic range (the number of taps) is another critical parameter in sensor applications. It
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defines the range of time intervals that a TDC can measure accurately. Widening the dynamic

range is essential for capturing a wide variety of events, from short pulses to long time intervals.

Early TDC designs often featured relatively small numbers of taps, limiting their dynamic range

and resolution. For instance, a 16-tap delay line would yield a coarser time measurement compared

to a 256-tap delay line. Researchers have conducted extensive investigations to understand the

relationship between tap count and TDC performance. Chen et al. (2003) [20] and Liu et al.

(2015) [76] have explored the impact of varying tap counts on resolution, linearity, and power

consumption. Presently, it is common to encounter TDCs with 64 taps [11, 127] and 256 taps [89,

88, 123] delay lines. The 64-tap delay line is suitable for applications where a moderate level of the

range is sufficient, while the adoption of 256 taps is motivated by the quest for larger dynamic

range. Thus, our design of the sensor has 90 taps, intending to strike a balance between range of

the measurement and resource utilization, conserving more area of the FPGA.

TDC linearity is another parameter that can enhance accurate measurements across the entire

dynamic range. Linearity in TDC delay line-based sensors pertains to the correlation between

the real propagating signal and the resulting values produced by the delay line. Non-linearity, on

the other hand, refers to deviations from this ideal linear relationship, introducing errors in the

measurements, particularly in applications requiring high accuracy.

In the context of linearity of TDCs LUT based delay line sensors advantages over Carry 4

delay line sensors. LUT based TDCs are fundamentally digital in nature and feature uniform

delay intervals between their basic elements. Thus, it provides highly linear responses when

properly designed and calibrated. Niu et al. (2018) [96] have explored techniques for achieving

high linearity in LUT based TDCs through careful selection of delay elements and calibration

methods. In contrast, TDCs based on Carry 4 delay lines may exhibit non-linearities due to

the inherent analog nature of the delay elements in the delay line. These delay elements can

introduce small variations in delay with temperature, voltage, and process variations, leading to

non-linearities in the TDC’s response. Research by Zhang et al. (2019) [134] delves into methods

to mitigate non-linearity in Carry 4 delay line TDCs, including temperature compensation and

digital correction techniques. One common approach to mitigate non-linearity in Carry 4 delay

line TDCs is through the use of code density tests using a ring oscillator. In this technique, a

ring oscillator is integrated into the TDC design, serving as a stable and known-frequency clock

source. A range of input codes, spanning the TDC’s measurement range, is applied to initiate

time measurements. The TDC records the output codes corresponding to these inputs, effectively

capturing the time intervals. By analyzing the distribution or density of these output codes across

the measurement range, deviations from ideal linearity can be identified. Through this method,
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insights into the nature of non-linearity are gained, and correction algorithms can be developed

and applied to the TDC’s output codes, ultimately improving its linearity and ensuring precise

time measurements across the entire range of operation.

Another crucial factor in delay line-based Time-to-Digital Converters (TDCs) that plays a

crucial role in determining the achievable resolution is sampling frequency. This relationship

between sampling frequency and resolution is applicable to both LUT and Carry 4 delay line-based

TDC designs. Higher sampling frequencies generally enable finer resolution by allowing the TDC

to capture shorter time intervals with greater precision.

Some TDC designs [142, 114] prioritize high sampling frequencies, making it 200MHz and

higher, to achieve 5ns scale measurements, while some designs require 100MHz and less to meet

the design specifications [139, 89]. Schellenberg [108] and Uganda [123] illustrate the utilization

of different frequency ranges. In the former research, the authors employ frequencies of 24, 48,

72, and 96MHz, demonstrating successful SCA. In the subsequent paper, the author explores

a wider spectrum, covering frequencies ranging from 6 to 120MHz. Within this range, they

effectively execute attacks on AES modules and reveal that the success of these attacks doesn’t

exhibit significant reliance on the ratio between the sampling frequency and the frequency of the

AES module.

Zick et al. [142] in their work were the pioneers in showcasing the application of TDCs for

measuring voltage variations on an FPGA. The authors suggested the design of the sensor with

the Carry 4 element as a basic delay unit. The sensor has a delay line > 1ns, having 64 stages, with

resolution of 10 ps each. Their design enables a sample rate 500x faster than 28 nm Xilinx ADC.

Zick emphasized a notable concern: excessive activity within the fabric logic on the board

leads to significant undershoot and overshoot phenomena, surpassing permissible specifications.

In a novel approach, the authors recommended employing programmable interconnect points to

generate voltage transients due to their substantial capacitance. In an experimental setup, the

authors simultaneously activated approximately half of the Programmable Interconnect Points

(PIPs), 5 million out of 10 million, on an Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA. They observed the response using

an oscilloscope and noted that these events induced a 31% undershoot, surpassing the allowed

3% fluctuation limit. Moreover, the overshoot reached 14% beyond the nominal value. Upon

implementing a sensor-based methodology, the authors demonstrated that by activating only 1%

of the fabric PIPs, the sensor detected a range spanning 15 bins. Similarly, with 3% activation, the

sensor identified a range spanning 22 bins. It’s noted that when applying the same scenarios using

an oscilloscope, the fluctuations were dismissed and interpreted as common noise.

Unlike Zick, who implemented Carry 4 elements as the basic delay unit, Schellenberg et al.
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[108] in his paper demonstrated the first successful SCA (Side Channel Attack) on an AES-128,

implementing a combining delay line. Spanning 23 FPGA slices, the line consisted of two sections:

an initial segment of seven slices, which had a longer delay but lower area overhead, using LUT

primitives, and a 16-slice observable segment using CARRY 4 primitives, chosen for their superior

bit-resolution capability. The uniqueness of the sensor lies in its tapping by transparent latches.

Thus even if it’s not synchronized with the AES clock, it captures all fluctuations occurring during

half of the clock cycle, since the clock travels the delay line half of the clock period in which the

latches are enabled. Digital Clock Manager (DCM) was employed to generate the desired clock;

the sensor received different frequencies: 24MHz, 48MHz, 72MHz, and 96MHz, whereas the AES

module operated at 24MHz. A standard Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) attack was conducted

on the AES module, positioning the sensor in both proximity and at a distance from the AES core.

Initial observations using an oscilloscope revealed a maximum correlation of approximately -0.3.

The attacks utilizing traces internally measured by the sensor were also successful, albeit with a

slightly lower maximum correlation of about -0.2. Even with the sensor positioned far from the

AES core, the successful attack remained possible with only a slight correlation decrease. When

comparing the outcomes at varying sampling frequencies, significant deviations are not observed.

Also It was noted that having a higher resolution (increased quantization steps) marginally

enhances the maximum correlation. The experiment underscored the substantial risks associated

with sharing an FPGA among multiple users.

Krautter[66] presented a study that concentrated on investigating the impact of mapping

parameters on vulnerability to Side-Channel Analysis (SCA) attacks in multi tenant FPGAs. The

research suggested implementing a Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) sensor that had been previ-

ously introduced in [142] and [63], and evaluating the comprehensive effects of noise generation

modules, composed of Flip Flops (FFs) and Ring Oscillator (RO) waste circuits. The investigation

was carried out using the Xilinx Zynq 7000-based platform. Unlike Schellenberg et al. [108], that

used a design that needed to be adjusted for process variations or operating frequencies, Krautter

introduced the sensor design, allowing at runtime recalibration depending on temperature level.

Analyzing over 256 experiments of CPA Attacks on an AES FPGA Implementation, the ex-

periment showcased variations in the number of traces (up to 100.000) needed for successful key

recovery. The authors demonstrated that the success of the attack is contingent on the relative

placement of the attacker and target modules on the board, as well as the specific local arrangement

of primitives within the module.

In contrast to Krautter [66], where the adjustable module’s design involved configuring coarse

and fine units, Udugama [123] proposed an alternative approach. They suggested utilizing an
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adjustable module in their self-calibrating on-chip design of VITI sensor.

Table 1.1: TDC based designs and their FPGA core components

Device Type
FPGA core components

FF LUT Latch Carry 4 MMCM MUX∗

TDC-Latch [142] X Y Y Y X X

TDC-Filp-Flop [89] Y Y X Y X X

Time-interleaved TDC [88] Y Y X Y Y X

DL-ADC [139] Y Y X X X X

CC-ADC [139] Y Y X Y X X

TDC [108] Y Y Y Y X X

VITI [123] Y Y X X X X

TDC [41] Y Y X Y Y X

RDS [114] Y Y X Y X Y

∗
Routing MUX
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Table 1.2: TDC based designs and their respective characteristics

Device Type Applications Structural Features Frequency, Mhz Calibration

stages taps resolution, (assumed)a runtime type

TDC-Latch [142] SCA 64 linear 10ps 500 no initialising

TDC-Flip-flop [89] SCA 256 linear ?(10ps)
a

50 yes coarse and fine modules
d

Time-Interleaved TDC [88] SCA 256 code-density 17.857ps 100 yes coarse and fine modules
d

DL-ADC [139] IR-drop
j

256 linear 4mv/b
b

10 yes external sensing
c

CC-ADC [139] PDN 256 linear 4mv/b
b

75 yes external sensing
c

TDC [108] SCA 64 linear ?(10ps)
a {24, 48, 72, 96} no scalling non-observable part

VITI [123] SCA 256 linear ?(300ps)
a {6 − 120} yes self-calibrating module

e

TDC [41] CC
f

64 linear 8mb/s
g {125, 200} yes coarse and fine modules

d

RDS [114] RPA ? tree routing max |𝑑𝑖 − 𝑑 𝑗 |h 200 yes calibration algorithm

a
Possible resolution of the design based on timing charcacteristics of basic elements.

b
Resolution for DL-ADC/CC-ADC in𝑚𝑣/𝑏.

c
Integrated within a power management IC.

d
To calibrate the design, a FSM first adjusts the length of the coarse and then the fine delay line.

e
To calibrate the design, self calibrating module, implements FSM Calibration Algorithm

f
Sensor operates as a resiever in covert comunication

g
To calibrate design, adjusting the clock phase, using LUTs and carry-chain logic.

h
Delay of global interconnect wire.

i 𝑑𝑖 ,𝑑 𝑗 Length of corresponding global interconnect wires

j
IR-drop compensation

k
PDN impedance compensation
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Self-calibration module operates through an FSM (Finite State Machine) calibration algorithm,

enabling VITI automatically tuned for temperature changes, power variations, moving the sensor

in faraway locations from the circuit under attack. Results demonstrated recovery of a full 128-bit

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) key with 20,000 power traces, while occupying roughly a

quarter of the space compared to the TDC counterpart. The design’s checkpoint was implemented

on the AWS EC2 F1 platform, which houses a Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA boasting 1,182,000

Look-Up Tables (LUTs). During the experimental phase, a substantial dataset consisting of 100,000

power traces was gathered from the VITI sensor. As a result of effectively employing Correlation

Power Analysis (CPA), a single key byte was successfully retrieved. This accomplishment was

achieved using less than 1% of the available logic resources on the FPGA.

Table 1.3: TDC based designs for SCA and their benefits and drawbacks

Device type Advantages Disadvantages

TDC-Latche [142]

•
Reset and a sampling operation at the same clock

phase

•
Sensitive to low frequency changes of temperature

and voltage
•
Small area coverage

TDC-Flip-flop [89]

•
High resolution

•
Required calibration and manual placement

•
3 runs for achieving 99% correlation

Time-interleaved TDC [88]
•
Achieving a sampling rate of 1/56*T

•
Required reconstructing a single high-resolution time

series

•
Utilized within a laboratory environment, requiring

acces to an attack circuit

•
Temperature variations across samples at different

phases affect accuracy.

•
Required cooling

TDC [108]

•
Capturing voltage fluctuations even when not syn-

chronized with the AES clock.

•
The absence of self-calibration module

VITI [123]

•
Small area coverge

•
Lower resolution compare to Carry 4 design

•
Self-calibrating design

•
Applicable in constrained locations

•
High effectivenes in recovering the key from AES

module

Differing from the aforementioned papers, which employ a single-sample-per-cycle approach,

Shayan [88] implemented a time-interleaved TDC sensor to perform sub-clock cycle time resolution.

In this technique the authors replay power attack scenarios multiple times, each sampling voltage

with shifting phase of the clock cycle, and in post-processing reconstruct a single high-resolution

time series of the supply voltage. The ordinary prototype of such sensor samples at the frequency

100MHz (10 ns sample interval). The time-interleaved Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) captures

measurements at short intervals between consecutive clock edges. This is accomplished by

conducting the experiment 560 times while adjusting the TDC clock phase for each iteration. The
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MMCM primitive establishes the minimum phase shift, which equates to 1/56th of the voltage-

controlled oscillator’s (VCO) period. Given a VCO frequency of 1 GHz, each phase shift equals

17.857 ps. This precision enables the detection of small voltage fluctuations.

Table 1.4: TDC based designs for hardware security countermeasures and their benefits and

drawbacks

Device type Advantages Disadvantages

DL-ADC [139]

•
Not constrained by its position on the board.

•
Low sampling resolution

•
An automated self-measurement approach.

•
Balanced tradeoff between power, area, and

linearity.

CC-ADC [139]

•
Improved sampling frequency

•
Resolution is limited by the delay of one gate

•
An automated self-measurement approach

•
Challenging to implement due to the carry signal

skipping mechanism on such FPGA families, such

as Cyclone V, Stratix V and 10 from Intel.

TDC with adjustable delay line [41]

•
No need for the phase shifte clock tree, subse-

quently less output noise

•
Sensitive to manufacturing process variation

•
Self-calibrating design

•
On-the-fly calibration, with possible adding of

latches

•
Enabling attacks in the cloud or SoCs, without

requiring an individual bitstream for each device.

RDS for Remote Power Analisys [114]

•
Straiforward placement

•
HRDS, VRDS have low sensetivity

•
High effectiveness for breaking AES module

•
No need for specific placement restrictions

•
Higher SNR compare to TDC, RO designs

•
Higher peak-to-peak amplitude of the recovering

traces compare to TDC, RO designs

Zhao [139] suggests implementing ADC which are based on TDC delay lines. The first one is

based on a delay chain of 256 inverters, allowing a placement on any location on the FPGA. Outputs

of inverters are sampled by a set of registers and fed by clk ADC, which drives the input of the first

inverter. The thermometer code output of the delay-line is encoded into binary, such that sensor

output is a digital representation of 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 . The authors suggested a technique for calibration of the

circuit by looking for relationship between𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 , and delay line outputs, sweeping𝑉0 and recording

associate values, consequently a resistance extraction was implemented by recording the two peak

current values and two correlated sensor readings. Thus, finding related 𝑅𝑝𝑑𝑛 , as a relationship

between correlated 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 values and currents. The authors suggest employing 𝑉𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝐼𝑟𝑒 𝑓 · 𝑅𝑝𝑑𝑛
in the power-stage controller to construct a real-time IR-drop compensation system for creating

an IR-drop-aware power supply. In further experiment the authors implement AC impedance

characterization using a faster and more accurate chain of 256 carry-chain adders delay line,

suggesting a sampling rate of 75MHz, 7.5 times faster compared to the 10MHz DL-ADC used for

the dc resistance measurement. As result, it was shown that 𝑅𝑝𝑑𝑛 contributes to decreased core
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voltage under high current conditions, whereas a high alternating current (AC) impedance causes

significant on-chip voltage ripple when the load current aligns with the resonant frequencies of the

Power Delivery Network (PDN). Recent studies by Spielmann [114] have shown that implementing

the delay line of the TDC sensor can make use of routing resources. The authors have introduced

a novel routing delay sensor design that utilizes FPGA technology. This design stands apart

from traditional Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) and Ring Oscillator sensors in its fundamental

approach. The design uses routing resources as delay lines, and has three variations: vertically

constrained, horizontally constrained, and one free of any constraints. The experiments were

performed on the Alveo U200 datacenter card and the Sakura-X side-channel valuation board. The

authors argue that to extract a secret key from the full 128-bit key of an AES-128 cryptographic

core, on average RDS requires 35% less side channel traces than counterpart TDC sensors. A

notable advantage of this proposed design is that it eliminates the need for adversaries to restrict

placement resources. This feature streamlines the implementation process across various FPGA

boards.

1.1.3 TDCs: Designs on Ring-Oscillator

The delay sensor based on the Ring Oscillator is shown on Figure 1.2 functions by monitoring

changes in propagation delay, which are assessed through the oscillation frequency of the RO sensor.

An RO module is constructed with an odd number of consecutive inverters, creating a continuous

oscillation between two voltage levels by connecting the output of the last inverter back to the first

inverter. To implement the measurement of the RO oscillation frequency, designers employ digital

counters. A counter is linked to the Ring oscillator output. It counts the RO oscillations and is

subsequently read by a register. The oscillation frequency is influenced by the number of inverters

in the loop, following the formula 𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑐 =
1

(2×𝑡𝑝×𝑛) , where 𝑡𝑝 represents the propagation delay of a

single element, and 𝑛 signifies the count of inverters in the loop. Since resolution of the sensor

hinges on both the count of oscillations recorded and the sampling frequency employed in the

sensor’s design, to implement the fastest design of the sensor with maximum possible resolution it

is necessary to have the minimum number of elements. Hence, these sensors possess an advantage

in minimal spatial requirements when compared to delay line-based sensors. This characteristic

leads to lower power consumption, and enhancing cost-effectiveness.
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Figure 1.2: RO sensor schematic

Another crucial parameter of the RO sensor is sampling frequency. When an extended sampling

period is integrated [44], it becomes possible to accumulate a substantial number of oscillations.

Analyzing and capturing this accumulated count yields a highly detailed representation of the

fluctuations in propagation delay. Conversely, reducing the sampling frequency leads to a decrease

in the number of Ring Oscillator (RO) oscillations counted within a sampling period. This reduction

in the oscillation count limits the connection between the counter value and the propagation

delay. Consequently, a gradual decrease in the sampling frequency results in a degradation of the

sensor’s resolution. In essence, lowering the sampling frequency compromises the precision of the

sensor’s measurements. This fact emphasizes the importance of finding an appropriate balance

between sampling rate and the level of detail required for accurate propagation delay assessment.

Ring oscillators implemented on Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are widely em-

ployed in various applications as a means to quantify variations in processes. The initial exploration

of using ring oscillators as thermal sensors on FPGAs was undertaken by Boemo et al. [7]. Yu

et al. [133] introduced a technique to finely characterize process variations in logic elements

and interconnects within FPGAs. Whereas Ruething et al. [105] introduced metrics for assessing

the performance and area efficiency of ring oscillators, along with a methodology to quantify

these metrics. Barbareschi et al. [4] demonstrated how altering the number of stages in ring

oscillators impacts the average frequencies of the oscillators and the extent of variation observed

in measured values around these averages. In the realm of hardware security applications, Ring

Oscillators (ROs) are employed to measure on-chip voltage fluctuations. Their functions involve

power-wasting circuits and act as countermeasures against Fault Injection attacks, which will be

discussed in detail in Section 1.1.4.

Gravellier [88] introduced a new design of RO sensor based on Johnson Ring Counter (JRC)

which cadenced by the NAND looped gate; data path is structured as a ring, where the inverted

output Q of the final flip-flop is looped back to the initial flip-flop’s data input D, creating a
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complementary feedback loop, tapping each output of flip-flops to the RO register module. The

design involves utilizing two non-synchronized clocks for JRC and RO, resulting in a phase shift

quantization error. To address this concern, the authors propose a solution by opting for the

swiftest configuration of RO, employing a single inverter, and achieving an output frequency of

1.2 GHz. The suggested design sidesteps the exploitation of combinational logic between flip-flops,

thereby minimizing timing errors that binary counters typically confront when driven by signals

in the GHz frequency range. To ensure that the timing margins of the sensor remain unaffected,

implementation utilizes Xilinx low-level primitive templates, guaranteeing that the number of

logic gates instantiated in VHDL source file aligns with the number of logic gates employed in

the fabric. The sensor instance is composed of just 2 slices, allowing this compact design to be

distributed across the fabric without causing area congestion, and more significantly, the overall

resolution of the voltage sensor can be enhanced. By improving the sampling frequency and

resolution of the sensor, it is empowered by the capability for real-time measurements of voltage

fluctuations. A power side-channel attack was executed within an FPGA fabric. A solitary AES

encryption operating at 10MHz was recorded, utilizing 1, 16, and 64 RO-based sensors operating

at a 250MHz sampling rate. Using 16 ROs, it takes around 79,000 traces for the correct candidate

to be differentiated from incorrect key hypotheses. In contrast, with 32 and 64 RO-based sensors,

the required trace counts drop to 27,000 and 8,000 correspondingly. These findings were compared

against the experiments conducted with the TDC-based sensor as outlined in [119]. RO-based

sensors, while not achieving the same level of accuracy as TDC-based sensors (approximately 3-4

times less efficient), still exhibit sufficient precision to effectively carry out a CPA. Furthermore, they

offer notable implementation benefits. To assess the influence of target speed on CPA outcomes,

the study replicated the experiment while altering the AES module frequency from 10 to 200MHz.

However, this increase in frequency did not bring about significant changes in the CPA results.

Masle and Luk [82] devised a power attack detection approach employing a sensor based on

ring oscillators implemented on a Spartan-6 LX45 FPGA. With a distribution of 144 one-inverter

ring oscillators evenly spread across the FPGA, the voltage sensor samples the circuit at a rate of

8MHz. The authors establish that such a power monitor is capable of detecting supply voltage

fluctuations as minimal as 5 mV. Their work demonstrated that this strategy achieved remarkable

performance, with false-positive and false-negative rates both reaching 0%, consuming only 12%

of the total FPGA area.

Unlike Masle and Luk, Hoque[53] in his paper suggested using NAND gate based RO, by

connecting one input of every stage to the VDD line, the intention is to amplify the design’s

sensitivity. The researchers showed that Ring Oscillators (ROs) constructed using NAND gates,
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when positioned close to the Trojan, exhibit a greater percentage of variation caused by extra

circuit activity as opposed to ROs based on NOT gates.

Zhao’s work [138], showcased the ring oscillator-based sensor could be implemented without

being restricted by place and route constraints. The study illustrated that a sensor has the potential

to monitor the power consumption of a CPU and could be utilized to initiate attacks against

timing-channel mitigation countermeasures. The sensor was effectively employed to carry out

a power analysis attack on an RSA cryptographic module, even when the sensor and the target

were situated in distinct regions on an FPGA.

Gattu [32] introduced a real-time SCA detection method using on-chip Ring Oscillator (RO)

sensors, using simulation with a detailed model of Power Delivery Network (PDN) and power

grid. The proposed technique can identify a least side-channel attack resistance of 1 ohm within

2 microseconds after being inserted at PCB level. Yao [36] suggested versatile RO design - Pro-

grammable Ring Oscillator (PRO) with capability to address side-channel fault attacks, as well as

injecting a random noise pattern to reduce side-channel leakage of a cipher. The PRO design in-

cluded several delay units, with each delay cell having two distinct delay paths: one path is formed

by inverters, while the second, shortest path bypasses the inverters. Multiplexers are linked to the

delay unit in a manner that enables control over the cell’s propagation delay. This mechanism

empowers the authors to manipulate the Ring Oscillator’s (RO) frequency by configuring the input

values of the multiplexers (MUXs). The particular design can be fully implemented using a total of

160 slices, which consist of 128 Look-Up Tables (LUTs) and 32 Registers. The authors established

an experimental setup incorporating 36 of these PRO designs, encompassing the entire area of the

FPGA.

Within a System-on-Chip (SoC) context, designers have the flexibility to incorporate PRO as

co-processors. Thus, PROs can be managed by the processor using memory-mapped registers,

facilitating the dynamic activation or deactivation of PRO-based countermeasures. As fault

injection countermeasure PRO is able to detect: power glitch, EM pulse, time glitch, laser pulse e.g.

The counter value of the sensor is evaluated at the end of each monitoring interval and compared

with the reference value to get the actual oscillation frequency of the PRO, thus, in the case of

fault injection attack or timing faults a deviating value will be detected.
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Table 1.5: RO based designs and their respective characteristics

Device type Applications Primitives Structural features
𝑓s, Mhz

INV NAND AND MUX stages instances 𝑓osc, Mhz

RO [89] SCA Y X X Y 3 16
1

2×𝑁×𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 10

RO-JRC [44] SCA X Y Y X 1 {1, 16, 64} 1.2
d

250

RO-PRO [130] mult.
a

Y X X Y {1, 5, 9 . . . 17}b 15 {22 − 123.44} 240
c

RO [101] mva
e

Y X Y X 1 19 130 100
c

RON [129] Tr.D
f

Y X Y Y 5 12
1

2×𝑁×𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 ?

RO-PLL [86] EMI
g

Y X Y X 1 4
1

2×𝑁×𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 50

RON-NAND [53] Tr.D
f

X Y X Y 4 10
1

2×𝑁×𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 ?

a
The given design can provide on-chip side-channel resistance, power monitoring, and fault detection capabilities to a secure design

b
There are in total 15 frequency configurations consisting of 1, 5, 9, ..., 57 inverters

c
Khz units

d
Ghz units

e
mitigation voltage attack

f
Trojan Detection

g
Mitigation EMI
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The authors additionally propose the injection of random-frequency noises using the PRO

design. This strategy aims to make it significantly more challenging for potential adversaries to

eliminate or mitigate the effects of the introduced noise. By employing RO power waste modules for

detecting voltage drop by the PRO sensor, there was observed a nearly linear relationship between

the number of power wasters and sensor oscillation slowdown, which indicates the effectiveness of

PRO as power monitoring sensor. The authors also integrated a Ring Oscillator (RO) power waste

circuit to identify voltage drops via the PRO sensor. They utilized UART (Universal Asynchronous

Receiver-Transmitter) to retrieve the counter value from the PRO. Consequently, they observed

an almost linear correlation between the count of power wasters and the deceleration of sensor

oscillation. This relationship underscores the effectiveness of the PRO as a power monitoring

sensor.

Zhang [129] proposed using the Ring Oscillator Network to improve the sensitivity of the

sensor performance and effectively detect Trojan noise across all areas of the chip, RON consists

of the number of ROs that are distributed across the layout of the chip. The number of ROs can be

adjusted depending on the sensitivity of the ring oscillators to the gate switching in a predetermined

proximity. Thus in the absence of Trojan ICs, if the output of an IC under authentication is not

compatible with the expected signature, the IC may contain a Trojan. Architecture generates

a distinctive power supply fingerprint, which serves as a mechanism to detect unauthorized

modifications. By employing statistical analysis, distinctions are made between the effects of

hardware Trojans and variations in manufacturing processes. Consequently, the outcomes of all

conducted experiments consistently underscore the remarkable effectiveness of this approach in

accurately identifying integrated circuits (ICs) that have been compromised through the insertion

of Trojans. In the experimentation phase, a total of 24 Trojan-free FPGAs and 24 FPGAs with

inserted Trojans were employed. The RON architecture was established using 12 ring oscillators,

each comprising five inverters. A multiplexer module was used to select and enable specific ring

oscillators for recording purposes. The findings showcased a detection success rate ranging from

80% to 100% across various locations of the Trojans within the tested environment.

Miura et al. [86] presented a sensor that incorporates both a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) and

Ring Oscillators (ROs) as a countermeasure against EMI. The fundamental concept behind the

design is to strategically route the ROs in a manner that ensures their paths traverse through the

majority of the chip’s components. When an electromagnetic (EM) fault is introduced, the path

delay of the ROs becomes altered, leading to shifts in the RO phase.
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Table 1.6: RO based designs and their FPGA core components

Device type
FPGA components

FF LUT PLL

RO [89] Y Y X

RO-JRC [44] Y Y X

RO-PRO [130] Y Y X

RO [101] Y Y X

RON [129] Y Y X

RO-PLL [86] Y Y Y

RON-NAND [53] Y Y X

The PLL logic is capable of identifying these phase discrepancies and consequently detecting

the ongoing fault injection process. The proposed protective scheme has been validated using a

Spartan-6 FPGA. The results of the validation demonstrate that the approach successfully detects

all faults aimed at compromising the sensitive core, with a notable security margin of 19 dBm.

Considering implementation attacks on providers like Amazon Web Services (AWS), RO-based

circuits exhibit clear drawbacks in comparison to Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) sensors. The

measurement approach of these sensors uses combinational loops to measure the delay, which may

not be supported in various scenarios, such as on Amazon EC2 F1 instances [10]. To address this

challenge, Sugawara et al. [21] implemented Latch-based ring oscillators with a latch (LDCE) in the

middle of the loop, that divides the ring oscillator into two distinct combinatorial circuits without

a loop. Another solution was a flip-flop-based oscillator that uses a flip-flop element (FDCE). The

feedback loop utilizes a flip-flop output Q, which is fed back to the clock port C through a delay

line consisting of chained inverters. Upon the arrival of a rising edge at C, the output value on

Q toggles. Consequently, another rising edge reaches C after a certain delay, causing the ring

oscillator (RO) to oscillate. Checkpoints of these designs and one using a combinatorial loop were

implemented by Vivado design tool and submitted to the development flow of AWS. Only the

traditional circuit was rejected by suspending the bitstream generation with a message: [DRC

LUTLP-1] Combinatorial Loop Alert. This means flip-flop and latched oscillators successfully

bypass the DRC. Giechaskiel [37] also tackled the challenge by employing latch and flip-flop based

designs to measure the long wire leakage of Virtex UltraScale+ FPGAs, both in laboratory settings

and in the Amazon and Huawei FPGA clouds. The study demonstrated that the two new ring
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oscillator designs yield nearly identical estimates for the leakage strength compared to traditional

ring oscillators. As a result, these new designs enable the measurement of femtosecond-scale

changes in the delays of the long wires.

Malicious cloud FPGA user design circuits that intentionally consume excessive power, leading

to denial-of-service and fault injection attacks. In response, FPGA cloud services primarily employ

a defense strategy centered around scrutinizing designs submitted by users. This scrutiny aims to

identify circuit architectures that are recognized for their aggressive power consumption behavior

and mitigate the attack.

Provelengios [101] suggested using 19 inverting stages RO voltage sensor design to evaluate a

variety of circuit power wasting techniques that typically are not fagged by design rule checks

imposed by FPGA cloud computing vendors, and proposing a remediation for mitigating a voltage

attack. To measure power consumption the authors suggested using the 19 inverting stages RO

voltage sensor design, a new design achieving an average frequency of 130MHz in the Stratix 10

device. To calibrate a sensor the authors varied the number of RO-based power wasters on the

Stratix 10 device from 8,000 up to 30,000, monitoring values from both the on-chip voltage sensor

and RO sensors. The efficiencies of the waster module and comparison to other power wasting

circuits are evaluated. The single-stage RO waster turns out is much more efficient in wasting

power than shift register based waster, AES based, and other two types of combined RO and

Flip-flops wasters. Subsequently, the researchers introduced an innovative on-FPGA mitigation

strategy. By controlling ARM-based Hard Processor System (HPS), the proposed design regularly

gathers voltage measurements from the RO voltage sensor network within each FPGA clock region.

These sensor readings are compared against a pre-established threshold to ascertain whether a

potential attack might be underway. In the event that the measured voltage within a specific region

falls below an acceptable threshold, the clock buffer for that corresponding region is deactivated,

effectively impeding the progress of the attack. This technique entails actively gathering real-time

voltage measurements from different users (tenants) who are utilizing the same FPGA. In a rapid

response to identifying potential malicious activities, this approach is designed to counteract an

attack in as little as 21 microseconds. It achieves this by dynamically throttling the clock frequency

in areas where suspicious behavior is suspected to be occurring.
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1.1.4 Applications in the Hardware Security Context

1.1.4.1 Malicious Waster Circuits

Architectures that optimize signal toggling and can be densely located for maximal utilization

are excellent contenders for causing power wastage in FPGAs. The figure depicts two primary

types of waste circuits: RO’s based waster circuit and FF’s based circuit, as shown in Figure 1.5.

Moini [88] introduced two types of on-chip power-wasting circuits: the flip-flop (FF) waster

and the RO (ring oscillator) waster. The FF waster involves a flip-flop connected to an array of FFs,

by this creating a high fanout load on its output. The adjustable parameter in this circuit is the

number of fanouts, which can be varied within the range of 0 to 7,000. By enabling the control

FF, it charges a significant output capacitance, resulting in large power consumption. This type

of power wasting circuit triggers a temporally-short switching event on a single clock edge, but

consumes less power than RO design.
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Figure 1.5: RO’s and FF’s waste circuits

In contrast, the FF-based waster that exhibits power consumption only at the rising edge of

the clock signal, the RO enables and disables its operation, constantly consuming power. Waster

consists of a three stage inverter chain controlled by a multiplexer, and operating at a high
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frequency. The number of active ROs is a parameter that can be adjusted, and it varies between 0

and 10,000. The implementation of the RO wasters is achieved using FPGA lookup table (LUT)

primitives.

Provelengios [101] suggested using single-stage RO instances as a power dissipation circuit.

Implementing these circuits on Stratix 10, the authors were able to uniformly locate up to 20 such

wasters on a single logic array block (LAB). The circuit configuration comprises two interconnected

AND gates, with the second input looped back through an inverter. The authors highlighted that

as the number of Ring Oscillators (ROs) increases, a localized voltage drop occurs. Thus, the

simultaneous activation of 30,000 circuits leads to a disruption in JTAG communication between

the PC and the board. This phenomenon was also observed in our experiment when activating an

array of 5.000 Short Circuits (SCs) on Artix-7; The PC connection quickly became unstable.

Unlike Sugawara et al. [115] who are using Latch and Flip-Flop based ring oscillators to evade

the combinational loop detector in cloud FPGA compilers, Krauter [67] shows an alternative

approach using phase-locked loop (PLL). The authors highlight that the maximum power con-

sumption can be achieved with PLL frequency approaching the frequency of a combinational

RO, but the effectiveness of these circuits can be observed only while operating in MHz range

frequencies.

Table 1.7: Waste circuit designs and their respective characteristics

Device type
Resources Power consumption

Configurability
Primitives Usage Intensity Type

FF waster DFF(FDCE) Switching circuit Low Transient Yes

RO waster

LUT RO chain(inv)

High Continues Yes

LUT Enable gate(nand)

SC waster

DFF(FDCE)

Short Circuit High Continues YesLUT

Routing MUX

Provelengios [101] executed a comparative analysis employing ten thousand instances of

waste circuits. These instances encompassed circuits based on ring oscillators (RO), shift registers,

and the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with 95 rounds to generate the entries in the table.

Among the various approaches, the RO waster circuit demonstrated superior efficiency in power
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dissipation. The authors underscored a limitation of using RO + flip-flop (FF) designs on the

Stratix 10 FPGA, as the architectural constraints of the logic array blocks (LABs) allow only one

such circuit per every 20-logic element LAB due to the utilization of a distinct clock input. The

AES-based waste circuit outperformed the shift-register-based approach and remained competitive

with the RO + flop design, at higher frequencies. Notably, when all circuits were run at the same

clock frequency of 50MHz, the AES-based waste circuit consumed significantly more power.

While the FPGA area occupied by the AES-based power wastes was obviously larger than a single

RO, the authors emphasized the importance of employing thousands of RO circuits to effectively

assess voltage drop. Our experimentation yielded similar observations when the RO and SC waster

module were enabled.

Hoque proposed the implementation of a Trojan design, composed of four stages ROs com-

prising NAND gates. The initial stage receives an input from the LFSR, while subsequent stages

are powered by the output of their preceding stage. The architecture ensures partial activation

during circuit operation. The Trojan is also equipped with an Enable signal, which can be utilized

to prevent any transitions caused by varying inputs from the LFSR. The influence of the hardware

Trojan on the RO-NAND gate, and RO-NOT gate within an FPGA is evaluated by contrasting

it with the corresponding reference RO from the Trojan-free version on the identical FPGA. To

decrease measurement noise, the average frequency values were taken for each of the seven ROs

for all the 10 Trojan free FPGAs locations. Similar measurements are repeated for all ROs of all

Trojan inserted FPGAs. Thus, when positioned near the Trojan, NAND-based Ring Oscillators

(ROs) experience a greater degree of variation in their frequency percentages, in contrast to ROs

based on NOT gates. Regarding father locations, NAND-based ROs exhibit a pattern akin to

NOT-based ROs, showcasing comparatively lesser frequency variation. This discrepancy could

be attributed to the heightened susceptibility of NAND-based RO frequencies to nearby logic

influences. Consequently, it becomes more challenging for a distant Trojan to impact the frequency

of NAND-based ROs.

1.1.4.2 ROs as SCA Countermeasure

Ring Oscillators circuits (ROs) have been utilized as a countermeasure against Side-Channel

Attacks (SCA), such as concealing the power consumption patterns of cryptographic operations

like the AES algorithm. This approach helps thwart attackers who attempt to exploit power

consumption information to gain insights into secret keys or sensitive data.

Masking and hiding are two extensively employed techniques to enhance the security of an
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AES chip against Differential Power Analysis (DPA) attacks.

The core idea of masking methods is to disrupt the correlation between power consumption

and the theoretical power profiles constructed by potential attackers. Liu et al. [121] by employing

digital controlled ring oscillators onto the S-box module, create countermeasures for Differential

Power Analysis. The authors activated and deactivated RO circuits, serving to dynamically obscure

the power consumption of the AES SBox operation.

Whereas the fundamental concept behind hiding methods is to maintain a constant power

consumption for various transitions. Nomikos [81] implemented two distinct hiding-based coun-

termeasures designed to protect the AES SBOX against deep learning-based Side-Channel Analysis

(SCA) attacks. These countermeasures combat the attacks by introducing noise through two

distinct approaches. The first approach generates correlation noise by concurrently executing a

second SBOX transformation using a fake key. And the second approach diminishes the leakage

of the secret key by complementary memory writing in parallel. Outcomes indicate that the

authors successfully fortified the AES SBOX against deep learning attacks through the combined

application of these two countermeasures.

Krautter [68] demonstrates a countermeasure against voltage-based Side-Channel Attacks

(SCA) by introducing a hiding technique. This involves inserting a mapped active fence of ring

oscillators between the victim and attacker circuits. As a result, the authors effectively amplify the

required number of traces by two orders of magnitude for the successful recovery of a key from an

AES-128 module implemented on a Lattice ECP5 FPGA. Ziener et al. [78] utilize a series of 16-bit

shift registers to manipulate the power consumption profile of the FPGA, thus watermarking an

intellectual property (IP) core.

1.1.4.3 Covert Channel Applications

Apart from cryptographic use cases, TDC sensors can also serve as receivers for covert

communication from hardware Trojans that surreptitiously leak information within the victim’s

circuit. [41] Thus, intentionally added covert channel receivers (TDC) and transmitters (RO/SCs

or other power waste circuits) can illicitly extract various other confidential data from the FPGA.

[41] Also such covert channels can serve as a prevailing communication channel such as computer

networks to modulate or conceal information in various media. [138] Furthermore, it can also be

employed to clandestinely extract information in more intricate attack scenarios. As an example,

in cases where hardware backdoors is inserted into a system they can utilize a covert channel to

secretly transmit confidential information to a security level with lower privileges.
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Gnad [41] demonstrated a transmission rate of 8 Mbit/s and managed to decrease errors to

0.003%. Incorporating 85% of the entire FPGA area by other co-existing tenants’ modules to

simulate the presence of noise, it exhibited successful transmissions of word-size messages, after

assessing the channel’s performance, the error rate escalates to 0.02%. In the recent paper, Link

[74] showcased the feasibility of establishing a covert channel connecting the CPU and an FPGA

by modulating the utilization of the Power Distribution Network.

Ramesh [102] manually routes a long wire close to the target circuit, using crosstalk to perform

a side-channel attack, retrieving the key from the AES module within an Intel FPGA. The study

showcases that the presence of a covert channel via long wires is observable across multiple Intel

SRAM FPGA families, encompassing the Stratix V family deployed in Microsoft Catapult servers.

1.2 Contribution

This thesis constitutes a comprehensive investigation into TDC delay line-based sensors,

encompassing a range of critical aspects. The primary contributions of this research are delineated

as follows:

Integration of Carry 4 Delay Line-Based Sensor with Short Circuit Power Consumption
module This study delves into the intricacies of integrating a Carry 4 delay line-based sensor

in conjunction with a Short Circuit power generation module. The investigation focuses on

understanding the working process of these components in tandem, while also establishing a

mapping relationship on the FPGA platform. Furthermore, the research addresses the configuration

of Short Circuit arrays, enabling precise control over power generation.

Development of an Automated Calibration Module Utilizing MMCM A novel automated

calibration module is designed and implemented, leveraging the capabilities of the Dynamic Phase

Shift Interface in Mixed-Mode Clock Manager (MMCM) Xilinx Vivado. This module empowers

the sensor to undergo calibration under diverse operating conditions, enabling it to be configured

to operate within any desired nominal range, thereby ensuring optimal performance and accuracy.

The calibration process is streamlined, enhancing the sensor’s adaptability and reliability.

Comparative Analysis of Carry 4 Delay Line-Based Sensors This research conducts a

comparative analysis between two variants of Carry 4 delay line-based sensors: one with 90

taps and another with 258 taps. The investigation encompasses an assessment of their working
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processes and effectiveness in capturing delay measurements, by examining their individual

strengths and weaknesses in the context of operating as Side Channel Analysis sensors.

Exploration of RO-Based Power Generation Module with SC-array The thesis investigates

a scenario where a Ring Oscillator (RO) based Power GenerationModule is employed for generating

power noise, complemented by the application of glitches generated by a Short Circuit array. The

study offers an understanding of the interplay between these components and their combined

effect on power noise generation. These contributions collectively advance our understanding

of TDC delay line-based sensors and their integration with power consumption modules. They

facilitate more precise control, enhanced reliability, and a deeper comprehension of sensor behavior

in various operating conditions. The insights garnered from this researches hold implications for

the further research in the field of Hardware Security.

1.3 Outline

Section 1.1 offers an in-depth overview of TDC delay line sensors, highlighting their funda-

mental traits. Moreover, it delves into RO-based TDC delay sensors, examining their advantages,

drawbacks, and essential attributes. The section further explains two particular malicious waster

circuit types: RO and FF-based devices. Additionally, it investigates possible applications of ROs

in SCA defenses and their role as covert channel transmitters. In Section 2.1, we delve into our

90 tap TDC Voltage sensor design, its operational method, resources, and application techniques.

Following Section 2.2 offers an insight into the Glitch Voltage sensor, contrasting its operation

with our TDC Voltage sensor. Moving on, Section 3.1 showcases a new calibration method for

our Voltage sensor using the Mixed-Mode Clock Manager (MMCM) Module in Xilinx Vivado. Sec-

tion 3.2 presents two SC and RO power consumption array designs, outlining their configurations

and primary features, to emulate Voltage glitches. In the next sections, we detail our experimental

findings. Section 3.3 documents experiments conducted with 90 and 258 tap TDC Voltage sensors,

highlighting the Peak-to-Peak test outcomes where we identify the potential amplitude of captured

Voltage glitches. Section 3.4 focuses on mapping experiments, investigating sensor sensitivity

based on its proximity to the attack circuit. Section 3.5 presents the Noise test results, assessing

the Voltage sensor’s performance within a high-power consumption module. Section 4 offers a

concise discussion on the experimental results and suggests directions for design enhancement.

Lastly, in Section 5, we summarize the thesis’s main points and hint at potential avenues for future

research.
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Chapter 2: Background

Unlike traditional Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), FPGAs are reprogrammable

semiconductor devices that allow engineers to configure logic gates and interconnects to create

customized digital circuits. This adaptability grants FPGAs a unique edge in prototyping, rapid

development, and in applications where flexibility is paramount. Nowadays, FPGAs find extensive

use in accelerating tasks that require significant computational power, such as artificial intelligence,

digital signal processing, and cryptography. FPGAs can be programmed to efficiently handle

complex cryptographic algorithms, such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) or Elliptic Curve

Cryptography (ECC). This makes themwell-suited for securing sensitive data applications in transit

or at rest, whether in communications infrastructure, storage systems, or IoT devices. Moreover,

the widespread adoption of FPGA technology in cloud environments renders it particularly

enticing for malicious actors. By monitoring variations in power consumption during for example

cryptographic operations, potential attackers are able to scrutinize power consumption patterns,

which can inadvertently leak sensitive information like encryption keys.

For implementation of the sensor this study utilizes the Nexys A7 board of Xilinx Artix®-7

FPGA family. Architecture of the sensor composed of configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) that are

the primary building blocks of the FPGA. Each CLB contains four 6-input, 2-output Look-Up

Tables (LUTs) and eight flip-flops (FFs). LUTs are essentially programmable logic gates that allow

to implement any combinational logic function. Flip-flops are used for sequential logic elements,

like registers and memory elements. Switch Boxes (SBs) manage the routing and interconnections

between the CLBs and other functional elements on the FPGA. Each CLB contains two slices.

A slice is a subsection of the CLB that houses four 6-input/2-output LUTs, eight flip-flops (FFs),

multiplexers, and other components.

2.1 TDC Delay Line based Voltage Sensor

Taking into account the factors mentioned above, analyzing a Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC)

sensor as a countermeasure against Side-Channel Attacks (SCAs) on Field-Programmable Gate

Arrays (FPGAs) is a strategic endeavor in enhancing security. The delay line of such a sensor

consists of the 𝑛 number of the delay elements. The basic delay elements of the sensor are integral
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components that determine the granularity and precision of the temporal measurements achieved

by the TDC. Each output from delay elements is connected to the respective data input register on

the slice, with a total of𝑚 taps.

The sensor’s design employs phase-shifted signals, with one signal dedicated to driving the

delay line and another serving as the clocking signal for the registers. This configuration allows

for precise control and synchronization of the sensor’s operations, facilitating accurate time

measurements. Thus, the sensor output indicates how far the rising edge of the signal propagated

through the delay line at the certain clock cycle. If the propagation delay increases due to a lower

supply voltage on the board, the rising edge of the signal will cover a shorter distance along

the chain within a single clock cycle. As a consequence, the number of non-zero elements in a

sequence (Hamming weight) will decrease. Thus, by observing the Hamming weight value, we are

able to consider the fluctuation of the supply voltage for a specific clock cycle.

BRAM

MMCM

Enable
Non-observale part Observaple part

Calibration module Control module

Figure 2.1: TDC Carry 4 delay line Voltage sensor

In this study, we developed a Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) Voltage sensor, as displayed in

Figure 2.1, utilizing Xilinx Vivado design suite technology. The implementation was carried out

on an Xilinx Artix 7 series FPGA board.

TDC (Time-to-Digital Converter) sensor uses a configurable delay line with observable and

non-observable parts, the register block consisting of the series of FFs (FDCE), calibration and

control modules. CARRY4 primitives from Xilinx’s 7-series introduce the basic delay element of the

design. The choice of Carry 4 line relies on the fact that this is the fastest logic chain on the board,

thus the design is able to provide the fastest propagation delays on the FPGA. The introduced
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delay line consists of 30 such Carry 4 elements. The first 10 introduces the non-observable portion

of the sensor, while the subsequent 20 elements pertain to the observable part. Non-observable

section is performed by course delay units, each of which tapped on the 4th output (O) Carry 4

output, and linking to a related flip-flop (FDCE) located on the same slice. This is done to ensure an

initial calibration of the sensor. The observable Carry 4 elements are tapped with 4 active outputs

(O) of each unit, in the same manner, linked to corresponding flip-flop (FDCE) on the slice. Thus,

the design incorporates a total of 90 flip-flops (FDCE) positioned along the delay line. Each of

these flip-flop inputs D is connected to its respective segment of the delay line. When the rising

edge of the clk signal is detected, the outputs Q of the flip-flops combine to form a 90-bit string,

which is then stored in the memory unit of the design. This process ensures that the captured data

is accurately recorded and available for further processing and analysis.

The design employs the Mixed-Mode Clock Manager (MMCM) [87] sourced from the Xilinx

Vivado design suite to generate clocks with varying phase shifts relative to one another. Thus,

the MMCM generates a tdl_in signal at a frequency of 𝑓 = 100MHz, corresponding to a period of

𝑇 = 10 ns, which drives the initial element of the delay line. In synchrony, the MMCM generates

a phase-shifted clk signal which serves as the trigger for the flip-flops, enabling them to sample

the values from the delay line. The degree of phase shift can be fine-tuned by considering the

propagation delays within the internal structure of the FPGA design. This adjustment allows for

precise control over the nominal 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 Hamming weight value required for the certain design and

operating conditions.

The Hamming weight of the output is influenced by the number of ones in a bitstring, which

in turn correlates with how far the rising edge has propagated along the carry chain during one

clock cycle. In our standard operating conditions, under nominal mode settings, the value of 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚

is directly correlated to a Hamming weight value of 60 in our setup. Upon receiving an array of

bitstrings, these are subsequently processed using a Python script. This processing yields data on

the voltage curve’s behavior within a specified time frame and at the specific location of the FPGA

board. Since, the propagation delay is inversely proportional to the Voltage drop of the sensor,

it can be inferred that when the Hamming weight value increases, the circuit exhibits voltage

overshoot due to the signal propagating more rapidly through the delay line. Conversely, reducing

the Hamming weight value results in a decrease in signal speed, causing an undershoot event.

Apart from driving the flip-flops in the carry delay chain, the clk signal also governs a memory

unit, generated by using Xilinx Vivado Block Memory generator LogiCORE™ IP. The selection

of the memory type was based on the primary requirements of the design, primarily comparing

RAM and BRAM blocks. This module should be responsible for storing and retrieving 90-bit long
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strings from each sampled trial. Since, BRAM block is more dense, larger in capacity, providing

higher performance memory storage and retrieval, faster access times and higher throughput rates,

compared to RAM block, the choice was made in the favor of BRAM block. The depth of the BRAM

(Block RAM) module, an adjustable parameter, directly dictates the count of clock cycles that can

be recorded from each individual experience. Considering that the design functions at a sampling

frequency of 1 sample per cycle, it utilizes 100 cycles for transient experiments and 10,000 cycles

for tasks such as Side Channel Analysis, Code Density Testing, and computing mean and standard

deviation values. The depth of the BRAMmodule is a critical factor in accommodating the required

number of clock cycles for these different types of analyses. The control of this storage unit is

managed by a control module in nominal mode, and by calibration module in the automatic mode,

it collects data from the predefined number of trials and sends it to the PC through the UART

module.

2.2 TDC Delay Line based Glitch-Voltage Sensor

Voltage glitches on an FPGA refer to a deliberate manipulation of the PDN levels in order to

induce faults or disrupt its normal operation. In a voltage glitching attack on an FPGA, the attacker

carefully studies the target hardware to identify vulnerable points in the power delivery system.

They then apply short-duration voltage spikes or drops at precise moments to disrupt the FPGA’s

functioning. A voltage glitch detector serves as a pivotal defense mechanism against Voltage

Fault Injection Attacks, with its primary function being the continuous monitoring of the voltage

supplied to an integrated circuit, detecting and identifying such attacks effectively. In typical

scenarios, it is configured with a predetermined threshold, and any deviation beyond this threshold

prompts the detector to take immediate action. This may involve triggering protective measures

such as temporarily suspending operations, initiating a secure shutdown, or implementing a circuit

reset. Moreover, advanced systems may integrate the voltage glitch detector with secure elements

or hardware security modules (HSMs) to ensure a swift and coordinated response. Additionally,

these detectors are designed with filtering capabilities to distinguish between intentional glitches

and normal voltage fluctuations, thereby preventing false alarms. By logging and reporting detected

glitches, they facilitate thorough post-incident analysis and forensic investigation. Through

meticulous testing, validation, and potentially deploying redundant detectors, this countermeasure

substantially bolsters the resilience of integrated circuits against Voltage Fault Injection Attacks,

fortifying the security posture of electronic systems.
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Figure 2.2: Voltage-glitch sensor

The voltage glitch detector is rendered on Figure 2.2 leverages three key elements: a launching

flip-flop (FF), a delay chain, and a capture flip-flop. The distinction between TDC voltage sensor

and Glitch voltage detector lies in their use of delay lines. In the case of a Voltage sensor, the

delay line measures the extent of signal propagation. Conversely, for a glitch sensor, a delay line

is employed to calibrate the standard operational delay, enabling the identification of deviations

from normal cases. Unlike TDC voltage sensor 2.1 that requires a calibration for the initial setup

of the correct voltage range. In the functioning of glitch sensors, it is imperative to meticulously

calibrate the sensor to accurately detect the predetermined calibrated values of fault injection

drops. Thus, a calibration process of such sensors involves an adjusting the delay chain, enabling

the sensor to assess the accuracy of timing in each cycle and detect potential tampering resulting

from fault-injection attacks. The authors [93] suggest a configuration of delay buffers in the way

of 1:1 relationship of delay chain with the voltage and clock frequency that are used to power

the design. Paramount importance in this context is minimizing false negatives, which denote

successful fault events going undetected. On the other hand, if the calibration is overly stringent,

there’s a risk of detecting false positives, regular voltage fluctuations as erroneous alerts. Thus,

that can lead to platform instability, potentially necessitating costly recalls.

In the upcoming sections, we are exploring the application of TDC sensor utilizing a Delay

Carry 4 line, within RO and SC based power waste circuits. This integration aims to expedite

countermeasures against potential malicious exploitation of hardware.
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Chapter 3: Implementation and Results

Side Channel Attacks (SCAs) on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) represent a signifi-

cant concern in the realm of cybersecurity. These attacks exploit information leakage that occurs

during the normal operation of an electronic device, often through unintended channels such as

power consumption, electromagnetic emissions, or timing variations. For FPGAs, which are widely

utilized in critical applications ranging from aerospace to cryptographic systems, vulnerabilities to

SCAs can have far-reaching consequences. The ability to glean sensitive information through these

covert channels can potentially compromise the confidentiality and integrity of the FPGA-based

system.

By integrating the TDCVoltage sensor alongside Ring Oscillators and Short Circuits, it becomes

possible to monitor and regulate the power consumption patterns and electromagnetic emissions

of the FPGA, thereby thwarting potential side channel attacks. In this context, the integration and

meticulously analyzing the working operation of a TDC Voltage sensor within RO and SC arrays

provides us essential insights for developing safeguards against Fault Injection attacks. These

proactive approaches not only are able to fortify the security of the FPGA but also bolster the

overall resilience of the electronic system against sophisticated adversarial threats.

This section delves into examining the functioning of TDC sensor which is introduced in

the Section 2.1 alongside with designs of RO and SC power consumption modules, as a robust

countermeasure against fault injection attacks.

3.1 TDC Sensor Calibration

To guarantee precise and dependable assessments of propagation delays within the delay line

elements, which can be adapted to any design and accounts for an initial unidentified level of noise,

we developed a calibration method. Our approach is based on a construction calibration module

that adjusts the phase shift between tdl_in input signal to the delay line and clk signal. To achieve

the required phase shift, we utilize the Dynamic Phase Shift Interface of the Mixed-Mode Clock

Manager (MMCM) Module [87]. The interface has four control signals PSEN, PSINCDEC, PSCLK,

and PSDONE.The phase of the MMCM output clock(s) changes either upwards or downwards

based on the interplay between PSEN, PSINCDEC, PSCLK, and PSDONE, considering the initial or
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previously executed dynamic phase shift. PSEN, PSINCDEC, and PSDONE operate in synchro-

nization with PSCLK. When PSEN is activated for a single clock period of PSCLK, it triggers an

increment or decrement in phase shift. A high state of PSINCDEC initiates an increment, while a

low state initiates a decrement. Phase shift completion is marked by PSDONE being set high for a

single clock period. Each increment or decrement takes deterministic 12 PSCLK cycles to complete.

With each increment, the phase shift of the MMCM clock outputs is augmented by 𝛿 = 1/56𝑛𝑑
of the VCO period. In our setup we have 𝑇 = 10 ns, that equals to the period of PSCLK; Thus,

by multiplying the period T by 𝛿 we get t - phase shift after each increment for the given setup:

𝑡 = 𝑇 ∗ 𝛿 ; 𝑡 = 10.000 ps ∗ 1/56 = 17 ps.

In order to precisely control the phase shift within our setup, we designed and implemented

a calibration module. This module allows before implementing Side Channel Analysis to set an

adjustable parameter 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 that is equal to the nominal value of Hamming weight with the given

operating conditions and noise level. Working process of the module based on the FSM (Finite

State Machine) that retrieves values from the delay line and calculates the Hamming weight for

each clock cycle. Thus, after applying the Start signal, the module determines the current state

of the voltage noise level on the board. Depending on the initial value of the noise, FSM sends

control signals to MMCM to adjust phase shift between clk and tdl_in signals. For instance, the

initial Hamming weight value is 30 for the given operating conditions, while we set parameter

𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 = 70; FSM increments a delay of the 𝑐𝑙𝑘 signal relative to the 𝑡𝑑𝑙_𝑖𝑛 signal, and sends DONE

signal when increment is completed. This method allows us to set our Voltage sensor in the cloud

environment, where the initial ratio between propagation delay of the delay line and current

voltage level is unknown.

3.1.1 Calibration Test

To assess the performance of our sensor under various operational conditions (including

temperature changes, power usage, noise levels, and manufacturing characteristics), we conduct a

test calibration experiment. The layout of experiment, illustrated in Figure 3.1, involves a TDC

Voltage sensor, an RO power consumption module, and an RO power glitch circuit. Ring Oscillator

power consumption block can be configured with anywhere from 1 to 20,000 RO modules, enabled

by the 𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑤 signal through the selection port of enable MUXs. To induce power fluctuations

during the experiment, we employ a power consumption module consisting of 10,000 RO circuits,

and apply glitches using a glitch module comprising 3,000 ROs.
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Figure 3.1: The layout of Calibration Test

To verify the reliability of the calibrated setup, we initially set several values of𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚{40, 60, 80}.
Subsequently, we introduce sequential glitches by activating the RO glitch module to observe

the calibrationmodule’s operation. As anticipated, the calibrationmodule exhibits a linear response,

demonstrating predefined values of Hamming weight𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 in three cases {40, 60, 80}. The figure 3.2

indicates that the glitch curve is independent of the nominal Hamming weight value, confirming

the proper functioning of the Voltage sensor across the entire range. To analyze the stabilization

process of the calibration module, we introduce two consistent glitches at intervals of 40 cycles,

occurring on the 30th and 70th cycles. It is evident that after the first glitch, all three cases display

linear stabilization. Therefore, we can conclude that the Voltage sensor automatically stabilizes

and operates effectively.
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Figure 3.2: Calibration test

3.2 Power Waste Circuit Designs

In the context of the Hardware security Short Circuit and Ring Oscillator arrays serve as

tools of power dissipation with multiple functions. Our designs are demonstrated on Figure 3.3.

These include acting as safeguards against Fault Injection attacks, functioning as covert channel

transmitters, generating noise to simulate power consumption, and calibrating voltage sensors.

In this segment, we will delve into the approach for integrating Short Circuits (SCs) and Ring

Oscillators (ROs) into our setup.

3.2.1 RO Circuits

Implementing Ring Oscillator-based arrays as power consumption modules on FPGA (Field-

Programmable Gate Array) systems represents a proactive approach to analyze the operation of

a Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) delay line-based sensor as a countermeasure against Fault

Injection attacks, thus enhancing security of the system.
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Figure 3.3: SC’s and RO’s waste circuit designs

Ring oscillators consume power in FPGA systems due to the continuous switching of transistors

within the oscillator circuit. In a Ring Oscillator, a chain of inverters is connected in a loop. In

our setup we implement 3 inverters in the chain shown on figure 3.3, which are enabled by the

enable signal connected to the multiplexer. When the input signal to the first inverter changes,

it propagates through the loop, causing each subsequent inverter to switch states, creating an

oscillating waveform. This continuous switching action results in dynamic power consumption.

Each time an inverter switches, it charges and discharges the capacitive loads associated with the

transistors, consuming energy. Additionally, there are resistive losses in the transistors themselves,

which contribute to power dissipation. Thus, we establish an array comprising a variable quantity

of waste power modules, ranging from 1 to 10000. By overseeing this array through a control

module, we simulate the voltage fluctuations within the system. Thus, through monitoring the

power consumption of these oscillators, it becomes possible to gain valuable information into the

behavior and functioning of the TDC delay line sensor.
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3.2.2 SC Circuits

Short-circuit scenarios can be caused by driving two different logic values to the bus at the

same time. This situation leads to a direct electrical path between a high and low logic level,

potentially causing voltage drop due to the increased current flow through the affected nodes.

This leads to by several orders of magnitude higher current draw from the power supply.

In FPGA designs, a short circuit occurs when one of the outputs of an FPGA primitives, such as

a Look-Up Table (LUT) and Flip-Flop (FF), drives a logic-1 that is directly connected to the output

of another primitive that is driving a logic-0.

Figure 3.4: Short circuits layout schematic

This case can be possible by connecting two primitives through switching matrices of the

routing multiplexer, where each input of the multiplexer is activated. Thus, we connect four of

corresponding pairs LUT - FF: A6LUT - AFF, B6LUT - BFF, C6LUT - CFF, D6LUT - DFF, layout

of the schematic is shown on Figure 3.4. Through a configured routing multiplexer, it creates a

low-resistance path for current flow in the circuit, enabling a voltage drop. In this way, we covered

the whole area of each slice implementing four short circuits per one slice, with the possibility of

creating any size array of these short circuits.

In practice, generating controlled Short Circuits (SCs) within FPGAs is a challenging endeavor

due to the presence of advanced design rule checkers in design tools such as the Xilinx Vivado
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design suite. These checkers are designed to prevent any suchmisconfigurations during design flow.

As a result, the creation of SC elements necessitates manual intervention and cannot be streamlined

through the use of Hardware Description Language (HDL) tools. To overcome the challenge, we

generated short circuit bitstreams by using RapidWrite [103], an open source platform from AMD

AECG (Previously Xilinx Research Labs) with a gateway to backend tools in Vivado®. The tool

enables customization of the implementations that would not be possible in the standard Xilinx

design flow. Firstly we created a static region of the design with 𝑠𝑐_𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 wire as an output of

one of the buffers, that is left unconnected. Input of the buffer is driven by the control module, by

means of that we specify the time frame and logic of the circuit.

Figure 3.5: Short circuit array is driven by enable signal

Thus, by creating a checkpoint in Vivado, we loaded .dcp in RapidWrite tool, where we

manipuled a netlist of the design by initialised LUTs and FFs with inverse values, and connecting

them to switching multiplexer. We incorporate a short circuit array into our design by linking it

with the 𝑠𝑐_𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 driver, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Upon loading the final checkpoint in Vivado

for bitstream generation, we came across an anticipated issue: [DRC MDRV-1] Multiple Driver
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Nets: Net CLBLM_R_X3Y0_NE2BEG2_net has multiple drivers: SLICE_X2Y0_C6LUT_inst/O,

and SLICE_X2Y0_CFF_inst/Q. The nets for the connecting short circuits have multiple drivers.

To resolve this, we addressed the problem by reducing the severity of all DRC checks using

the following TCL command: set_property SEVERITY {Warning}. Subsequently, the design

was uploaded successfully and executed on the board. Thus, we implement an array with a

configurable number of short circuits modules, ranging from 1 to 20000. Supervising this array

via a control module enables us to replicate voltage fluctuations within the system. By observing

the power consumption patterns of the specific type of power waste modules, we are able to get

an understanding of the benefits of such wasters, as well as compare the efficiency with more

common RO based power consumption circuits, acquiring valuable information about performance

of the TDC delay line sensor.

3.3 Peak-to-Peak Test

The following test has several purposes:

1. Examine how the amplitude of the detected Voltage glitch is influenced by the 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value

of the Voltage sensor.

2. Compare the sensitivity and result behavior of the two types of the Voltage sensors with 90

and 258 taps.

In the following experiment wemake an evaluation of how the𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value of the sensor impacts

the time quantization level of themeasurements. Previously the question was discussed in the paper

[107]. The authors of this paper suggested a sensor consisting of LUT delay elements for initial

delay and Carry 4 delay elements for observable parts. Their device has no run-time calibration,

implementing calibration by adjusting an initial delay of the sensor. The authors introduced

direct dependency of the initial delay of the sensor and observed peak to peak fluctuation of the

measurements. In our paper we suggest using a self-calibration module that was discussed in the

section 3.1, employing Carry 4 as a delay element for the whole length of the delay line. Thus, in

the given experiment, we explore the sensitivity of the two sensors with 90 and 258 tap lengths, by

comparing the results of the series of experiments. We conduct multiple tests using different initial

Hamming weight values, 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 , by introducing a voltage glitch to gauge the sensor’s sensitivity.

The voltage glitch circuit consists of 1000 ROs, having the same setup parameters, and locations

relative to the Voltage sensors. For the first experiment we evaluated the sensor that has 90 tap

delay line, and for the second that has 258 taps. The layout of the experiments are depicted on
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the Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 We gradually increased 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 values from 30 to 80 Hamming weight

values for the first sensor, and from 30 to 240 for the longest one, by adjusting 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value and

capturing peak to peak value for each trial.

Figure 3.6: Peak-to-Peak Test of 90 tap

Voltage Sensor

𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚
∗

Type of the sensor

90 tap 258 tap

30 5 4

40 6 4

50 6 7

60 6 6

70 6 7

80 9 9

100 . 11

150 . 13

200 . 16

230 . 17

240 . 17

Table 3.1: Dependancy Peak-to-Peak

value of the capturing signal from Nomi-

nal value of the Sensor

The voltage glitch circuit is made up of 1000 ROs, all with consistent setup parameters and

positions in relation to the Voltage sensors. In our first experiment, we assessed a sensor with a 90

tap delay line, and in the second, one with 258 taps. The experimental layouts of both tests can be

seen in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. For the first sensor, we incrementally raised the 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 values

from 30 to 80 Hamming weight values. For the longer sensor, we adjusted the 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 values from

30 up to 240, recording the peak-to-peak value for each test.

∗
Nominal value of the sensor for given Peak-to-Peak value
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Figure 3.7: Peak-to-Peak Test of 258 tap Voltage Sensor

Table 3.1 highlights the findings from our experiments. In the experiment with a minimum

𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value of 30, the glitch amplitude matches 4 units of the Hamming weight. Conversely, with

the 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value at its maximum of 240, the amplitude is 17. It’s evident from the data that as 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚

values rise, there’s a corresponding increase in the amplitude of the captured signal. The two

tests, conducted under the same conditions of noise, power consumption, and operation, exhibit a

difference of 13 values of the Hamming weight.

These results confirm that the higher we set the 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value, the longer initial delay of the

propagating signal before the capturing range of the glitch, the more fluctuation of the signal is

zoomed to the observable range. Thus, it leads to higher quantization levels of the measurements.

Given that our sensor is designed to detect voltage drops, signifying reductions in propagation

delays and Hamming weight values, there’s no requirement for an extended range for value

increments. As such, it’s practical to equip the sensor with an elevated 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value, allowing

for more precise data capture with a larger quantization interval. From the outcomes of both

experiments, it’s evident that the sensor equipped with a longer delay line of 258 taps can detect

finer levels of voltage fluctuations. This leads to more precise results, especially at elevated 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚

levels.
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3.4 Mapping Test

The test is multifaceted in its objectives:

1. Discern how the placement of attack circuits affects the mapping of the sensor onto the

FPGA.

2. Evaluate the efficacy of various attack circuit configurations in the different setups, specifi-

cally comparing Ring Oscillator arrays with Short Circuit arrays.

3. Juxtapose the functionalities of the two types of the sensors. The first possesses 90 taps,

while the latter has 258 taps, determining the superior performer.

The specified test investigates 8 different positions of the attack circuit on the board, which is

divided into two primary sections. In the initial set of experiments, we delve into the mapping

of the 90 tap Voltage glitch sensor in relation to the RO and SC arrays. These arrays span 15x15

slices within their respective CLK regions. The configurations for the RO and SC experiments are

portrayed in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.12 respectively.

As detailed in section 2.1, our RO power consumption module is composed of a chain of

inverters, each with an enable signal connected to each segment. In contrast, the SC module is

built by initializing varying voltage levels that are interconnected. The design of each RO and SC

power consumption unit is depicted in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, respectively. Both RO and SC

modules primarily employ LUT and Routing MUX as core elements in their architectures.

The Voltage sensor is positioned on the board’s right side. This specific location was selected

for all experiments to place the device near the MMCM and the clock enable pin E3 of Nexys

A7-100T. The aim was to minimize the impact of voltage fluctuations on the clock network during

voltage glitch experiments.

The attack circuit is situated within the initial 15x15 slices of every clock region on the FPGA.

Each position corresponds to a specific clock region on the FPGA, ranging from X0Y0 to X1Y3. In

varying experiments, individual circuit module are activated by the 𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑤 signal, while the

others remain inactive. To ensure the precise placement of each circuit on the board, we designed

8 pblocks during the synthesis phase of the Xilinx Design flow. Within the pblock properties, we

deactivated the IS_SOFT option. This ensures that the tool cannot place any cells outside of the

designated pblock.
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Figure 3.8: Mapping Test of 90 tap Voltage Sensor within RO arrays
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Figure 3.9: Mapping test of 90 tap Voltage Sensor in CLK regions X0Y0:X0Y3
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Figure 3.10: Layout of RO array Slice

Figure 3.11: Layout of SC array Slice

Hence, each circuit is positioned equidistantly in relation to the others. We applied similar

constraints to the Voltage glitch sensor. Notably, the IS_SOFT property proves beneficial when

positioning the attack circuit near the sensor’s clock region, given that the locations of the attack

circuit and certain components of the sensor setup might intersect.

To grasp the distinctions between the two types of attack circuits, RO-based and SC-based,
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we presented the aggregated results of both experiments on a single graph, highlighting various

FPGA locations. The chart 3.9 depicts the outcomes of the SC and RO experiments, showcasing

four clock regions distanced from the voltage sensor, specifically within the range of X0Y0 to

X0Y3. Examining the graph, it becomes evident that, regardless of the specific location on the

board, the RO power consumption module has a lesser impact on the Voltage sensor. It registers a

Hamming weight value that peaks at 86 and goes as low as 76. In contrast, the SC array exhibits a

Hamming weight value amplitude ranging from 70 to 90, consistent across all locations along the

X0 coordinates.

Figure 3.12: Mapping Test of 90 tap Voltage Sensor within SC arrays
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Figure 3.13: Mapping test of 90 tap Voltage Sensor in CLK regions X1Y0:X1Y3

The graph 3.13 presents results from the latter half of the FPGA, encompassing the clock regions

from X1Y0 to X1Y3, proximal to the sensor. While there are slight variations, the general pattern

of these curves aligns closely with the prior test findings. This indicates that the positioning of the

power consumption modules has a minimal impact on the Voltage drop levels for this particular

FPGA board.

In the subsequent set of experiments, we examined the configuration of the 258 tap Voltage

glitch sensor in relation to both the RO and SC arrays. The layout of the SC array inside the

sensor is illustrated in Figure 3.15, which portrays the test results from the more distant sections

of the FPGA, within the clock regions X0Y0:X0Y3. These results exhibit behavior similar to the

90-tap sensor. However, this round of testing revealed the sensor’s capacity to detect finer Voltage

fluctuations. Notably, the outcome shows an amplitude of about 40 values of Hamming weight,

doubling the previous experiment’s results. This indicates that while a sensor with a broader range

necessitates more extensive area coverage, its efficacy is considerably heightened. The graph 3.17

presents the findings of the experiment where the attack circuits are positioned on the nearer half

of the FPGA, spanning clock regions X1Y0 to X1Y3. Contrasting with the previous test, where

discernable differences between proximate and distant locations of the attack circuit and Voltage

sensor were absent, this setup, with its extended tap range and elongated delay line, highlighted

discrepancies in glitch capturing based on distance. Specifically, when the attack circuit was
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located in closer proximity to the sensor, an average amplitude value increase of 2-4 was observed.

This observation supports the idea of using a Voltage sensor with an extended delay line, as it

enhances the capability to detect minor fluctuations potentially induced by stealthy glitch devices.

Figure 3.14: Mapping Test of 258 tap Voltage Sensor within RO arrays

The data from both experiments highlight that both RO and SC attack circuits are effective

across various locations on the FPGA. This offers expansive possibilities for malicious actors to

employ such setups. The introduced sensor can consistently detect Voltage fluctuations, irrespec-

tive of its proximity to the target circuit. This emphasizes the potential of such sensors in the

context of Fault Injection Attacks, allowing for flexibility in sensor placement, even at distances

from the target. Furthermore, given that these two sensor types can uniformly detect Voltage

glitches at both proximate and distant locations from the target, they can also be employed as

glitch detection devices, serving as protective measures against hardware security threats.
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Figure 3.15: Mapping test of 258 tap Voltage Sensor in CLK regions X0Y0:X0Y3

Figure 3.16: Mapping Test of 258 tap Voltage Sensor within SC arrays
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Figure 3.17: Mapping test of 258 tap Voltage Sensor in CLK regions X1Y0:X1Y3

3.5 Noise Test

In the following series of experiments we have the following several purposes:

1. Analyze the working process of the Voltage sensors, within a high Noise Power consumption

Level on the board.

2. Find out the working process and effectiveness of two types of attack circuits RO and SC,

working simultaneously and their overall effect on the Voltage sensors.

3. Compare the effectiveness of two types of Voltage sensors with 90 and 258 tap delay lines,

within a high and low Noise Power consumption Level on the board in the given setup.

The following test consists of the two main sections. The first section introduces the results of

the test of 90 tap Voltage Glitch sensor in the given setup that is depicted on the Figure 3.18. On

the given figure we can observe the layout of the sensor on the right hand side of the FPGA board.

The sensor was located using pblock constraints with switched off option of IS_SOFT placing, in

order to avoid overlapping with the power generating module. The Power consumption module

consists of 15,000 ROs and is strategically positioned directly in front of the sensor.
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Figure 3.18: Layout of 90 tap Voltage Sensor with Power Generation module
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Figure 3.19: Noise Test of 90 tap Voltage Sensor within High Power Consumption Level
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Figure 3.20: Layout of 258 tap Voltage Sensor with Power Generation module
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Figure 3.21: Noise Test of 258 tap Voltage Sensor within High Power Consumption Level

The circuit placement was precisely determined by using pblock constraints to ensure its
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accurate position on the board. The attack mechanism consists of an SC array situated in the

X0Y0:X20Y20 area of the board. To create the SC array, we employed the RapidWrite tool, config-

uring the LUT and Routing MUX components as detailed in Section 3.2. The findings from the

experiment are depicted in Figure 3.19. Observing the top portion of the plot, one can discern

the response behavior of the SC array when the power consumption module is deactivated. The

SC module gets activated at the 10th clock cycle and is turned off by the 90th clock cycle. The

graph indicates that the response amplitude is approximately 22 Hamming weight values. This

is a higher amplitude compared to the Mapping test mentioned in Section 3.4. The difference is

attributed to the use of a 20x20 array in this experiment as opposed to the 15x15 array utilized in

the prior test.

The response behavior of the Noise Generator is showcased in the bottom section of the graph.

As anticipated, the amplitude of its signal significantly exceeds that of the SC array. The signal

peaks at a Hamming weight of 90 and dips to a minimum of 10 when the Power generation module

is deactivated. Both plots display a fairly consistent behavior during the active phases of the

generation modules. The red graph depicts how the SC array performs when triggered at a 10Mhz

frequency. The green graph represents the intertwined behavior of both the SC array and the

Noise generation module. We set out to examine the Voltage sensor’s proficiency in identifying

glitches, especially in conditions saturated with Voltage noise. To do this, we switched on the SC

array at the 8th clock cycle and the Noise generator module at the 50th clock cycle. At the latter

mark, the Voltage dips to its nadir, showing a minimum value of Hamming weight 8, indicating

the combined power drop of the two modules. In the second half of the graph, which represents

cumulative data, we notice a behavior reminiscent of the SC array. However, due to elevated

power consumption, the nominal level of fluctuations isn’t as high. It’s evident that the circuit

displays similar response patterns but at a reduced power consumption level. The design for the

258 tap Voltage Sensor experiment is depicted in Figure 3.20 and the results of the experiment

are introduced in Figure 3.21. As anticipated, we note a considerably greater amplitude range in

this experiment compared to the one using the 90 tap Voltage sensor. An interesting observation

is that the spike in voltage after triggering the Noise Generator is noticeably less compared to

the spike after activating the SC array, a variance stemming from the differing behaviors of RO

and SC arrays. From the two experiments, several key insights emerge. Foremost, even within a

high power consumption environment, the sensor effectively captures the glitch behavior, which

can be especially advantageous when deploying in cloud environments. Moreover, we observe

that the alternate RO array setups can effectively employ power consumption hiding modules to

disguise the activities of a potential target circuit.
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Chapter 4: Discussion

In the subsequent section, we outline the key findings from our experiments. We highlight

which designs prove most advantageous under specific circumstances, provide recommendations

for implementing the TDC Voltage Sensor to counteract malicious usage, and suggest potential

directions for future studies on this particular subject.

After initially building the TDC Voltage Glitch sensor with its self-calibrating module, we found

that such sensors can greatly benefit hardware security developers. The preliminary calibration

test, as referenced in Test 3.1.1, demonstrates the efficiency of our proposed calibration method.

Our innovative technique utilizes the phase shift clock functionality of the Mixed-Mode Clock

Manager (MMCM) Module in Xilinx Vivado [87]. The calibration module oversees the MMCM,

adjusting phase shift based on the delay line outputs. Consequently, MMCM can dynamically

alter the clock phase between the tdl_in input signal to the delay line and the system clock,

establishing the necessary delay to effectively detect voltage glitches. This allows us to establish

any specified 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 values for the Hamming weight, based on the desired range and precision

needed for evaluation.

The subsequent Peak-to-Peak test 3.3 validates the effectiveness of our novel calibration

technique, further underscoring its significance. In this test, we evaluated two variations of our

Voltage sensors with 90 and 258 taps. The outcomes, presented in Table 3.1, highlight the direct

relationship between 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value and its sensitivity, depicted through the amplitude value of the

Voltage glitch. From these results, it’s evident that it’s practical to design sensors with a larger

initial delay relative to the observable portion, or in our instance, by setting a higher 𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚 value

for the Hamming weight. This approach is especially suited for detecting decreases in voltage,

as it doesn’t require monitoring large voltage spikes. Consequently, this technique ensures the

optimal quantization level for detection, yielding precise and trustworthy readings. Moreover,

when contrasting sensors with different delay line lengths of 90 and 258 taps, we discern the

strengths and weaknesses of each. The clear advantage of the sensor with a shorter delay line lies

in its spatial efficiency. Specifically, our 90 tap Voltage sensor uses only about a third of the space

needed for the 258 tap Voltage sensor, which can be an asset in cloud settings. Conversely, when

space isn’t a primary concern, the 258 tap sensor excels in sensitivity and the range of glitches it
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can detect. Therefore, when determining the optimal delay length for a sensor, designers should

weigh three primary factors: the desired quantization level for detecting variations, available space,

and the necessary detection range for glitches.

In the subsequent mapping test 3.4, we examine the correlation between the positions of

RO and SC arrays on the board for the two TDC Voltage sensors with 90 and 258 taps. Both

series of experiments showcase the effectiveness of both RO and SC arrays as power consumption

devices independently on their location on the board. Furthermore, the collective findings from

our tests support the notion that our sensors perform effectively regardless their mapping relative

to the target circuits. This implies that malicious actors could use them efficiently. Conversely,

it offers greater flexibility in positioning when implementing effective voltage sensors to detect

Voltage glitch attacks, thus bolstering hardware security. Both the RO and SC arrays have distinct

advantages, as evidenced by our comprehensive testing. RO devices shine in terms of a smaller

footprint and ease of implementation. While conventional hardware tools typically discourage

combinational loops, workarounds exist such as enabling permissions constraints in Vivado

Xilinx or adapting RO circuits using latches or FFs. Conversely, SC arrays demand more intricate

implementation, frequently necessitating the use of external tools because of standard design

flows prohibit the configuration of Routing MUXs. Our method employed the RapidWrite tool

for internal modifications, subsequently producing SC checkpoints. SC arrays excel in their

performance, capturing significantly higher Hamming weight amplitude values in our tests. Both

arrays, with their unique efficiencies, prove essential in countering Voltage glitch attacks, a claim

corroborated by our subsequent Noise experiment.

The noise test 3.5 highlights the pronounced efficacy of the SC array when used in Fault

Injection attacks. In our tests, we situated a substantial RO array, comprising 15,000 RO circuits,

in proximity to the sensor. Despite this heightened consumption level, upon activating the 15,000

RO power consumption noise generator, our 90-tap TDC sensor detected Voltage glitches with

a 17 Hamming weight amplitude value. In comparison, the 258-tap Voltage sensor recorded a

38 amplitude value. These findings indicate that the SC array can be exploited by malicious

users in various capacities, notably as efficient power consumption units, while maintaining a

comparatively smaller spatial footprint. Thus, it’s imperative for hardware security developers to

be cognizant of these findings and devise countermeasures to prevent its malicious utilization in

remote power analysis attacks. Conversely, the noise test 3.5 reveals that the power consumption

module placed ahead of the voltage sensors is able to reduce the voltage glitch introduced by the

20x20 SC array. This unequivocally indicates a vast array of possibilities in employing these power

consumption modules as a shielding device to obscure critical side-channel information that could
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be exploited by malevolent actors in cloud settings.

The intrinsic advantages of TDC delay line-based sensors, combined with the capabilities of

RO and SC power consumption arrays, underscore the imperative of thorough assessment of these

tools. Subsequent strategic incorporation in hardware architecture is crucial to preemptively guard

against potential Voltage glitch vulnerabilities.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

In the evolving landscape of FPGA hardware security, the pivotal role of TDC Voltage sensors

emerges as both a beacon of promise and a subject demanding meticulous scrutiny. This research

journey into understanding TDCs, specifically the TDC Voltage delay line base sensors, provides

a blueprint for unlocking their potential in fortifying FPGA-based systems against malicious

activities.

Our study revealed a high potential of the TDC voltage sensor, especially with the innovative

self-calibrating unit, as well as the opportunities presented by RO and SC arrays. The ingenuity of

our calibration approach, leveraging the Mixed-Mode Clock Manager (MMCM) in Xilinx Vivado,

lays down a marker for future endeavors in the domain. Not only does it streamline the detection of

voltage glitches, but it also fine-tunes the process to a high degree of precision and controllability.

Subsequent examinations, spanning from the Peak-to-Peak to the Mapping tests, emphasized

the flexibility and dynamism these sensors bring to the table. They revealed a harmonious balance

between spatial efficiency and detection sensitivity, a duality pivotal for any hardware security

tool. Our findings elucidate a clear roadmap for sensor design, underpinned by the trinity of

considerations: quantization, spatial constraints, and glitch detection range. Furthermore, our

deep dives into RO and SC array performances highlighted their dual potential. While they can

be instrumental in safeguarding against voltage glitch attacks, they also hold a high potential for

malicious usage. This dual-edge nature underscores the need for hardware security professionals

to always be several steps ahead, preempting possible malevolent exploitation.

The noise test draws attention to the risks and rewards embedded within the SC array. Its

prowess as an efficient power consumption unit presents a robust shield against potential vulnera-

bilities. While its ability to be an efficient power consumption unit stands out, the potential for its

exploitation in remote power analysis attacks serves as a warning story.

Building on these findings, the next frontier in FPGA hardware security will involve a more

integrated approach, weaving together the strengths of TDC voltage sensors, RO, and SC arrays,

and new protective modules. It’s clear that while using TDC Voltage sensors for detecting glitches

offer much promise, it’s not a panacea. There will be a need for continued research, development,

and testing. The dynamic nature of digital threats means that tools and methodologies will need
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to evolve in tandem. Moreover, as FPGA architectures become more complex and integrated into

a wider array of applications that require constant security control, from cloud computing to

edge devices, the inherent challenges tied to hardware security intensify. Potential vulnerabilities

could emerge from unexpected quarters, making the task of securing systems even more intricate.

However, with the foundational knowledge this research provides, future endeavors can be

approached with a mix of caution and optimism. Integration of AI-driven threat detection alongside

TDC Voltage sensors, for instance, could be the next step to bolster security measures. These

intelligent systems can analyze patterns, predict potential vulnerabilities, and provide real-time

feedback to hardware components, ensuring that FPGA systems are constantly adapting and

improving their defense mechanisms. Thus, collaboration between FPGA designers, software

developers, and hardware security experts is paramount. As FPGA components get embedded

in more varied environments, understanding the specific security challenges of each use-case

becomes essential. Such collaboration would result in design methodologies that inherently

prioritize security from the ground up, rather than treating it as an afterthought. The escalating

reliance on FPGAs for critical system functions underscores the need for enhanced security

measures. Harnessing the newest breakthroughs in sensor technology combined with AI-driven

insights propels us towards a more robust hardware landscape. Merging time-tested techniques

with cutting-edge innovations heralds a bright horizon for FPGA security.

In conclusion, this detailed study of TDC voltage sensors within RO and SC arrays signifies an

important milestone in the continuing journey of enhancing FPGA security. As we traverse the

constantly changing digital environment, the techniques, knowledge, and approaches highlighted

in this study will surely act as beacons, guaranteeing that FPGA frameworks stand robust against

the continually emerging challenges.
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